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nobilia Collection 2022.  
Our passion. Your solution. 

Innovative products, exclusive new features and multi-room 
solutions  
Verl. In its 2022 collection under the motto Our Passion. Your solution. nobilia focuses 
particularly on innovative products, exclusive new features and multi-room solutions. 
More than ever, our homes have become the centre of our lives and a place to seek 
comfort and well-being. Particularly the kitchen has grown in importance as a social 
and communicative centre, as the heart of our home.   
Based on the customers’ desire for cosy, feel-good designs, nobilia’s new features are 
characterised above all by the natural feel and appearance of the décors. Moreover, 
nobilia presents intelligent and innovative storage solutions, smart features and 
modern redesigns of traditional spaces such as the utility room. 
 
The new front colours and décors of the 2022 collection are inspired by natural colours and 
materials. Colours range from a warm Volcanic grey to uni-coloured surfaces in Mineral green 
and Fjord blue all the way to a timeless Slate grey. The range of wood reproductions has been 
expanded with Oak Montreal, a remarkably authentic looking wood décor with a natural 
appearance. A sand-coloured concrete décor and an elegant, white matt glass appearance 
design complement the range of fronts.  
 
In its move to a new grid system, nobilia has taken the obvious next step of introducing a new 
wall and tall unit height. The new wall unit is 792 mm high, representing a symmetrical 
counterpart to the XL height for base units. Coordinated tall unit and dresser unit heights round 
off the new line layout.  
 
Moreover, the new nobilia collection has plenty to offer in the worktop segment, above all 
fashionable natural designs and exciting innovations. Three new décors add to the already 
wide range of designs. The newly added segment of quartz worktops has also been expanded 
with two new décors.  
A new addition to the product range is Xtra Ceramic, a ceramic worktop with an innovative and 
patented material structure. Xtra Ceramic is available in five different décors, which look great 
when combined with the existing nobilia colour range. The innovative ceramic worktop is 
characterised in particular by its natural appearance, usability and impact-resistant design 
edge.   
 
Seven new handle designs, eight new upright panel colours and a new colour concept for shelf 
units complement the expanded range of surround designs. In addition, the 2022 collection 
includes countless new features for units and accessories. Access doors, sliding door systems 
and solutions for wardrobes and shoe cabinets permit new storage space designs and modern 
planning options for utility rooms or other adjacent rooms.  
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Fronts and colours 
 
Seven new fronts create a warm and modern ambiance. Attractive wood designs, colours and 
materials inspired by nature such as matt glass and concrete define the new collection. These 
options permit even more individuality in home design.  
 
The new Volcanic grey adds a gentle warm hue to the previously available range of dark grey 
colours in the Laser product range. It is perfect for creating a fashionable yet natural look, 
particularly when combined with Concrete Terra Grey or wooden hues.  
 
Demand for concrete in interior design remains unbroken. Riva in Concrete Sand 
reproduction seamlessly closes the gap to warm, softer hues, creating an urban and timeless 
ambiance. With these designs, nobilia now offers five different concrete hues.  
 
The successful ultra matt lacquered laminate range Easytouch with its convenient anti-
fingerprint properties has also been expanded with two soft, minimalist colours in this 
collection. In response to the ever-present desire for more tranquillity and subtle colours, 
Easytouch is now available in Mineral green and Fjord blue. The subtle beauty of Mineral 
green makes it perfect for combinations with other shades. It exudes an attractively calming 
ambiance, particularly when combined with other natural materials. Fjord blue will stun 
customers with its minimalist natural clarity and looks particularly elegant when combined with 
gold-coloured elements. These colours are perfect for a modern interior with a natural feel.  
 
The new lacquered laminate front Natura in Oak Montreal reproduction features a 
remarkably authentic and natural look. The feel of the front is also impressive as its texture is 
barely distinguishable from real wood. This front is a strong response to the demand for more 
natural designs. In addition, the front has practical anti-fingerprint properties, making it a 
perfect combination of design and usability. 
 
The modern and popular framed front Nordic is now also available in the timeless colour Slate 
grey. Moreover, an entire cottage style range consisting of cornices and pilasters and a new 
modern framed glass door with a horizontal division have been added to Nordic. Now nothing 
stands in the way of creating a subtle and modern cottage style.  
 
Moreover, we have added another alternative to last year’s program highlight Artis: the Alpine 
white matt glass appearance offers a beautiful interplay of matt surfaces and three-
dimensional edge technique. This gives Artis fronts an exclusive and unique look.  
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Attractive surround designs 

Seven new handle designs, eight new upright panel colours and a new colour concept for 
shelf units complement the expanded range of surround designs. The fine contours of the new 
bevelled shelf units and wall shelves contribute to elegant and subtle lines in the interior design.  

The new nobilia collection has plenty to offer in the worktop segment, above all fashionable 
natural designs and exciting innovations. Three new décors, Oak Montreal reproduction, 
Concrete Sand reproduction and Vikings Oak reproduction add to the already existing 
diversity. The newly added segment of quartz worktops has also been expanded with two 
new décors – Quartz Epic Easy Clay and Quartz Epic Ash Grain.  

  
Xtra Ceramic – Meets even the toughest demands. 

A new addition to the product range is Xtra Ceramic, a ceramic worktop with an innovative 
and patented material structure. This product developed in-house by nobilia features a natural 
appearance and exceptional usability. The worktop and niche thickness of 16 mm is achieved 
through bonding of a real ceramic panel with a support panel made of recycled waste glass. 
This gives Xtra Ceramic a relatively low weight, making it easy to install. In addition, the 
worktops and niches have impact-resistant design edges. 

Xtra Ceramic is characterised by its high-quality appearance, is waterproof even without a 
separate waterproofing process, and has a non-porous, easy-to-clean and hygienic surface. 
Its special aesthetic qualities and pleasant feel make it suitable for both kitchens and 
bathrooms. Xtra Ceramic – like the Xtra worktop – permits flush mounting of hot plates and 
built-in sinks. Xtra Ceramic is available in Plain Black, Belgian Blue Stone reproduction, 
Concrete Satin grey reproduction, Concrete White reproduction and Concrete Sand 
reproduction. 

Everything from one source! This basic principle also applies to the Xtra Ceramic worktop 
Worktops and niches are supplied in a single process along with the entire consignment within 
the standard delivery time. This simplifies the process significantly for retailers. 

 
New features in detail 

In its move to a new grid system, nobilia has taken the obvious next step of introducing a new 
wall and tall unit height. The new wall unit is 792 mm high, representing a symmetrical 
counterpart to the XL height for base units. Coordinated tall unit and dresser unit heights round 
off the new line layout.  
 
In addition, the 2022 collection includes countless new features for units and accessories.  
Access doors, sliding door systems and solutions for wardrobes and shoe cabinets permit new 
storage space designs and modern planning options for utility rooms or other adjacent rooms.  
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Sign Emotion. Beautiful and tidy.  

The modular railing system Sign Emotion offers comprehensive options for kitchens, 
bathrooms and living rooms. Shelves of different widths and heights and the extensive range 
of accessories turn Sign Emotion into a flexible universal talent that seamlessly combines 
storage space and design. Exciting accessories for digital use such as an adapter for the Teufel 
MUSICSTATION, a tablet holder or a distributor box are part of the system just like convenient 
solutions for bathrooms and kitchens, for instance a hair dryer holder, a magnetic knife strip or 
an elegant wine glass holder. All elements of the aluminium system can be attached and 
detached at any point and remain movable along the rail. The system is exclusively available 
through nobilia, in Black or Stainless steel appearance. An optional lighting system for the 
railing is also available. 

 
New and exclusive. 

The global innovation GROHE Blue Red in one will be presented for the first time, exclusively 
at nobilia. The innovative water system combines the properties of the established systems 
GROHE Blue and GROHE Red in one appliance, supplying a total of five types of water: 
Filtered and cooled drinking water in non-carbonated, medium or carbonated, boiling hot water 
at 100°C at the push of a button or normal tap water, both cold and warm – GROHE Blue Red 
in one meets all demands. nobilia is the only kitchen manufacturer to receive a limited number 
of units for advance sale prior to the official launch in April.   

Yet another highlight of the 2022 collection: In collaboration with the famous food blogger 
Sally, nobilia is now offering the exclusive Bosch oven HBG 5780 B 6. The exclusive 
appliance is equipped with a pyrolysis function and Home Connect technology and can be 
linked directly to the app “Sallys Welt”. This means 1,500 recipes for baking and cooking can 
be sent directly to the oven to set the appliance to the correct temperature and heating settings. 

 
Bathroom and living room 
 
The bathroom and living area segments have been expanded significantly once again for 2022. 
New unit depths, additional Midi units and shelf solutions have been added to enrich the unit 
range available for both of these areas. In the bathroom segment, new taps and washbasins, 
convenient storage solutions and mirrors have been added to the range of available 
accessories.  
 
A new plinth foot and a high-quality leather handle create highlights with personality in the 
living room segment. As a supplement for freely planned living room concepts, the independent 
sideboard range Solo is sure to impress. The attractive product range contains pre-configured 
sideboard solutions that can be sold and ordered in retail without extensive planning effort.  
 
The nobilia 2022 Collection is available as of October 01, 2021. 
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nobilia in-house exhibition 2021 
The nobilia in-house exhibition will take place September 18-26, 2021 on site in Verl. As before, 
visiting the exhibition will only be possible by appointment this year. 
To register online, visit the nobilia exhibition portal at hausmesse.nobilia.de. 

Contact: 
nobilia-Werke J. Stickling GmbH & Co. KG 
Sonja Diermann 
Waldstraße 53-57 
D-33415 Verl
Phone:  + 49 5246 508 - 0
info@nobilia.de

Specimen copy requested. 
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